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Abstract
5G services, such as Ultra-reliable and Low
Latency Communications, Massive Machine Type
Communications and Enhanced Mobile Broadband, support low (or ultra-low) latency, a huge
number of connections, and high bandwidth.
Typically, 5G platforms are shared by multiple
tenants, where each tenant has different service
deployment requirements and thus requires different amounts of resources from the lower tier (i.e.,
radio access network and mobile edge) and upper
tier (i.e., transport network and central office) of
the 5G architecture. Consequently, slicing is a key
technology in 5G networks for providing scalability
and flexibility in allocating the 5G resources with
appropriate isolation. This study proposes an Endto-End Slicing as a Service framework for slicing
both computing and communication resources
across the full 2-tier multi-access edge computing
architecture. The framework is implemented using
open source tools. It is shown that the framework
successfully isolates the 5G resources, which are
computing and communication, between slices
(slicing isolation effect ratio equals 1) and ensures
that resources of the deployed slices are merely
sufficient to meet the latency requirements of the
tenants. Moreover, the experiments show that
URLLC and mMTC services require more than 70
percent of the needed computing and communication resources be provided by the edge and
RAN in order to satisfy their tighter latency requirements. Overall, the results suggest a central to
edge resource allocation ratio of 9:1, 3:7, and 1:9
for the eMBB, URLLC, mMTC applications, respectively. Therefore, the resources in the edge and
RAN are critical.

Introduction

Mobile networks face many problems nowadays
in dealing with huge data rate transmissions, a
high user device density, and tight latency requirements. It is hoped that 5G (https://www.etsi.org/
technologies-clusters/technologies/5g), the fifth
generation of wireless technology, will address
many of these problems by providing faster
speeds and more robust connections. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI
— ETSI GS MEC 001) and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP — http://www.3gpp.org/newsDigital Object Identifier:
10.1109/MWC.2019.1800466
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events/partners-news/1969-mec) have proposed
Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) architectures to pave the way for 5G networks by allowing offloading to the edge from the cloud, thereby
reducing the latency from seconds to milliseconds.
The MEC architecture is capable of supporting
multiple service types, including Ultra-reliable and
Low Latency Communications (URLLC — 3GPP
TR 23.725), Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC — http://www.3gpp.org/newsevents/3gpp-news/1774-5g_wiseharbour), and
Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB — http://
www.3gpp.org/news-events/3gpp-news/18365g_nr_workplan). These services have very different resource and deployment requirements.
However, broadly speaking, these requirements
can be classified as either computing resources or
communication resources. Both types of resource
are provided by a 2-tiered architecture consisting
of a radio access network (RAN) and an edge
in the lower tier, and a transport network and a
central office in the upper tier. URLLC requires
only low computing resources and bandwidth,
but demands minimal latency. eMBB, by contrast,
needs large computing resources and high bandwidth. mMTC likewise requires high bandwidth
to deal with the simultaneous transfer of massive
amounts of IoT data, but can tolerate a longer
latency. Importantly, the MEC architecture may
be required to support these different services at
the same time. Consequently, effective methods
for allocating the shared resources of the MEC
platform among the different tenants are urgently
required.
Slicing technology (https://www.ngmn.org/
uploads/media/160113_Network_Slicing_v1_0.
pdf) provides the means to virtualize the physical
resources of a network such that they can be allocated to separate “slices” and then assigned to different tenants to build their services. The authors in
[1-4] proposed various concepts, architectures, and
models for slicing the 5G architecture. However,
the studies considered only the network resources of the network. By contrast, the studies in [5-9]
considered both the computing resources and the
transport resources. However, the RAN resources
were considered only in [8-9]. Furthermore, none
of the proposed slicing methods were developed
beyond the design stage. Although the authors in
[10] developed a proof-of-concept system for the
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slicing of 5G networks, the system considered only
the computing resources of the network. Furthermore, while the authors in [11] implemented a
full 2-tier slicing architecture for 5G networks, the
details of the slicing mechanism and the coordination among the two tiers were not made clear.
Accordingly, this study proposes an End-to-End
Slicing as a Service (E2E SaaS) framework for performing communication and computing resource
allocation in 2-tier MEC architectures. In the proposed framework, designated as the Joint Edge
and Central Resource Slicer (JECRS), the edge
and central office jointly coordinate the resources
of the MEC architecture in accordance with the
slice requirements of the tenants. In other words,
the tenants need only to provide their high-level
resource requirements, for example, Quality of
Service (QoS), latency and service running schedule, and JECRS then automatically determines and
deploys the corresponding resources in each tier.
Notably, the resource allocation process is performed dynamically depending on the particular
needs of the tenant. For example, for a service
with low latency requirements, the resource slicer
allocates resources predominantly at the mobile
edge. Conversely, for a service with high power
computing requirements and relaxed latency, the
resources are allocated mainly at the central office.
Furthermore, given the service running schedule
of the tenant, the slicer turns the allocated slice
on and off as required in order to satisfy both the
tenant’s resource requirements and those of the
other tenants with competing requirements. The
proposed framework is implemented on an open
source testbed and its performance evaluated
experimentally.
The main contributions of the present study can
be summarized as follows:
• The JECRS scheme considers both the communication resources and the computing resources of the 2-tier MEC architecture.
• The resource slicer automatically translates the
high-level resource requirements of the tenants
into specific resource requirements at the various levels of the 2-tier architecture.
• The framework provides an automatic and flexible solution for dynamic resource allocation in
MEC architectures.
• The performance of the proposed scheme is
evaluated experimentally for typical 5G services
(URLLC, mMTC and eMBB).
The remainder of this article is organized as
follows. The following section provides the background to the considered problem and describes
the related work. We then formulate the resource
allocation problem. Following that we describe
the 2-tier MEC architecture and introduce the proposed JECRS framework. Then we present and
discuss the experimental results. The final section
presents some brief concluding remarks and indicates the intended direction of future research.

Background and Related Works
Slicing in 5G Environments

5G networks are multi-tenant environments,
where each tenant generally runs different services and applications with different servers,
networks, and latency requirements. The MEC
architecture has been proposed as a means of
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meeting the low or ultra-low latency requirement
of 5G services by offloading computation from
the cloud to the edge. However, when deploying
MEC in multi-tenant environments, the problem
of isolating and allocating the computing resources in the central office and mobile edge, and
network resources in the transport network and
RAN, must be carefully considered.
Slicing is a key technology in 5G networks for
enabling the realization of logical networks/partitions with appropriate isolation, scalability, and
flexibility of resource allocation. According to the
Next Generation Mobile Network (NGMN) Alliance, slicing makes possible the realization of multiple logical networks for multi-tenants on a single
shared physical infrastructure (https://www.gsma.
com/publicpolicy/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/
Mobile-Infrastructure-sharing.pdf). Each slice represents an isolated and virtualized E2E architecture, which allows operators to independently set
up different deployments based on their particular
service needs. In other words, each slice is self-contained; possessing customized services (including
RAN, mobile edge, transport network, and central
office) and different service function chains.
Figure 1 shows an illustrative example in
which the MEC architecture supports three different 5G service types (i.e., URLLC, eMBB, and
mMTC) simultaneously. URLLC has low computing resource and bandwidth requirements, but
needs ultra-low latency. Consequently, most of
the computing resources are allocated from the
mobile edge, while most of the network resources
are provided by the RAN. eMBB has large computing resource and bandwidth demands. Thus,
its resource requirements are satisfied mainly by
the central office and transport network. mMTC
likewise requires high bandwidth, but has a more
relaxed latency constraint. As a result, its resource
requirements are satisfied mainly by the transport
network, RAN and central office. Notably, slicing
not only facilitates sharing of the MEC resources
among multi-tenants, but also enables flexibility
and scalability. For example, for a mMTC service
such as smart kilowatt-hour meter information collection, it may be necessary to run the service only
several times a year, but to support massive communications between hundreds or even thousands
of meters each time. In such a case, slicing provides the means to allocate the MEC computing
and transport resources to the service only at the
moment required, thereby enabling these resources to be assigned to other tenants at other times.
In other words, E2E slicing has significant potential
for realizing the full capabilities of 5G technology.
However, implementing E2E slicing in real-world
5G networks poses a major challenge, as discussed
later.

Slicing is a key technology in 5G networks for
enabling the realization
of logical networks/
partitions with appropriate isolation, scalability and flexibility
of resource allocation.
According to the Next
Generation Mobile
Network (NGMN)
Alliance, slicing makes
possible the realization
of multiple logical networks for multi-tenants
on a single shared
physical infrastructure.

NVF MANO: Concept and Open Source Implementation

In implementing E2E slicing, Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV — ETSI GS NFV-EVE 001) plays
a key role in virtualizing the functions in the network nodes into building blocks called Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs) that can be connected, or chained together, to create services. The
VNFs are usually orchestrated using the NFV
Management and Orchestration (NFV MANO
— ETSI GS NFV-MAN 001) framework proposed
by ETSI. In particular, E2E slicing uses MANO to
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FIGURE 1. Typical service types as slices in MEC architecture.

facilitate the deployment and connection of multiple services which are decoupled from dedicated physical devices and moved to instances such
as virtual machines (VMs) or containers instead.
The NFV MANO architecture consists of three
functional blocks: the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO),
the VNF Manager, and the Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM). NFVO communicates with
multiple VNF managers to monitor the status of
the shared physical infrastructure and determine
whether additional resources are available for
deployment. The mapping of the logical resources
of the VNFs to the shared physical infrastructure
is maintained by the VIM. While various open
source NFVOs are available. Tacker (https://wiki.
openstack.org/wiki/Tacker) is one of the most
commonly used since it integrates seamlessly with

Openstack (https://www.openstack.org/), which
is one of the leading open source VNF managers
and VIMs.

Related Works

The authors in [1] applied E2E slicing to a Software-Defined Network (SDN)-based solution
for next generation mobile networks. However, the problem of sharing the RAN among
multiple mobile users was not addressed.
Accordingly, the authors in [2] presented
an approach for orchestrating the network
resources across both the transport layer in
the MEC architecture and the RAN layer. The
studies in [3–4] also proposed methods for
facilitating resource sharing in 5G mobile
networks. However, the proposed methods
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Network Store — Exploring Slicing in Future 5G Networks [10]
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TABLE 1. Comparison of present method and previous proposals.
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considered only the network resources. To
address this problem, the authors in [5–9] considered both the network resources and the
computing resources. However, the methods
in [5–7] ignored the RAN resources, while
that in [8] provided only a simple treatment of
the RAN resource. The authors in [9] provided a more robust and complete architecture
for full E2E (Cloud-to-RAN) slicing in 5G networks. However, the problem of meeting the
stringent latency requirements of 5G services
such as URLLC was not properly addressed.
The authors in [10] and [11] presented simple proof-of-concepts for E2E slicing in 5G
networks, but failed to consider the edge and
RAN resources, respectively. Table 1 compares
the existing proposals for resource slicing in
next-generation 5G mobile networks with the
method proposed in the present study. As
shown, the present method is the only method
to consider server slicing and network slicing
within the full two-tier MEC architecture. (Note
that R, E, T, and C denote RAN, Edge, Transport network and Central office, respectively,
and 0 indicates that slicing is not applied in the
respective layer.) Furthermore, the proposed
method is the only method to perform experimental demonstrations on a real testbed.

Problem Description

5G services generally have different connection
traffic, and latency requirements (Fig. 1). Moreover, MEC architectures are often required to
support multiple tenants (with different 5G services) simultaneously. Accordingly, as described
earlier, the present study proposes an E2E SaaS
framework designated as JECRS, in which the
computing and communication resources of the
2-tier MEC architecture are sliced and assigned
to the tenants in accordance with their particular
service demands (Fig. 2). Notably, the high-level
resource requirements of the tenants are mapped
dynamically to the computing and communication levels of the MEC infrastructure in such a
way as to satisfy the specific needs of each tenant
while simultaneously maximizing the overall utilization efficiency of the MEC resources.
Implementing such an E2E slicing framework
raises several key challenges, including:
• Orchestrating computing and communication
resources in the 2-tier MEC architecture.
• Translating the capability requirements of the
tenants (e.g., the latency requirements and
number of served users) to the corresponding capacity (e.g., number of instructions per
second and bytes per second) and resource
requirements.
• Implementing slicing in the RAN layer.
• Supporting both time-based and event-base services in an efficient and effective manner.

Proposed Slicer and 2-Tier Infrastructure
Joint Edge and Central Resource Slicer (JECRS)

As shown in Fig. 3, the JECRS framework comprises five key elements: an Operations, Administration, and Maintenance (OAM) portal, a
resource coordinator, a template database, a
configuration file maker and an infrastructure
orchestrator communicator. The OAM portal is
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FIGURE 2. E2E slicing concept.

implemented as a web user interface (UI) and
comprises two modules, namely a slice management module and a user requirement translator
module. The former module enables the tenants
to monitor the status of their slices and perform
create/delete/modify tasks (e.g., scaling in/out
services) as required. The latter module provides the tenants with a set of tools to specify
the capability requirements of their services. The
module is interfaced with a database containing a set of default mappings (templates), which
are collected by translation history, between the
capabilities of common 5G services, such as a
latency constraint and a number of users, and the
capacity of required resources in the MEC architecture. Having specified their capability requirements, the user requirement translator searches
for an appropriate baseline configuration in the
database. If no suitable template exists, the module translates the tenant’s service request into
the corresponding capacity requirement and
adds the mapping to the database. Having determined an appropriate mapping, the request
arbitrator in the resource coordinator considers
whether or not the request can be accommodated based on the free resource information
provided by the infrastructure orchestrator communicator and the Service-level Agreements
(SLAs) of the tenants. If the request is accepted, the 2-tier resource allocator determines the
resources to be provided by each tier of the
MEC infrastructure. In allocating the resources,
the resource allocator chooses one of several
pre-configured settings of a resource separation
ratio, where this ratio determines the proportion
of traffic to be handled by the central office and
edge, respectively. The resource allocation result
is passed to the configuration file maker, which
creates a corresponding network service descriptor (NSD) with a format dynamically determined
by the infrastructure orchestrator. The NSD is
then transferred via the infrastructure orchestrator communicator to the orchestrator (e.g.,
Tacker, OpenMANO , or Cloudify ). On receipt
of this NSD, the orchestrator deploys the corre-
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Regarding the communication resources,
the upper tier controls
both the transport
network between the
two tiers and the intra
network in the central
office. Similarly, the
lower tier controls
the intra network in
the mobile edge and
the RAN between the
mobile edge and the
user equipment. For
both tiers, the communication resources are
controlled by a SDN
controller within the
respective VIM.

FIGURE 3. JECRS framework.

sponding slice to the tenant such that they can
build their service.

2-Tier Infrastructure

Figure 4 illustrates the interface between the
proposed JECRS framework and the 2-tier MEC
architecture. As shown in Fig. 4a, the resource
orchestrator of the MEC architecture connects
to two separate VIMs, where each VIM manages
the computing and communication resources
of the respective tier. In both tiers, the computing resources are monitored continuously and
their status regularly reported to the resource
orchestrator agent of the tier. The agents then
report this information back to the resource
orchestrator to facilitate the JECRS procedure.
Regarding the communication resources, the
upper-tier controls both the transport network
between the two tiers and the intra network in
the central office. Similarly, the lower-tier controls the intra network in the mobile edge and
the RAN between the mobile edge and the user
equipment. For both tiers, the communication
resources are controlled by a SDN controller
within the respective VIM. The controllers periodically report the network resource status to
the resource orchestrator agents, which then
forward this information to the main resource
orchestrator of the MEC architecture. On receipt
of a NSD from the JECRS framework, the orchestrator passes the logical resource allocation to
the VIMs, which then map this information to
the physical resource pools in order to set up a
slice for the corresponding service.

Implementation with Open Source Software

The NFVO of the 2-tier infrastructure was
implemented using Tacker (Fig. 4b). Moreover, the VIMs in the upper and lower tiers
of the architecture were implemented using
OpenStack, while the south-bound communications between the NFVO and OpenStack
were handled using heat agents (https://
wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Heat). The computing resources were controlled using NOVA,
a built-in element in OpenStack. The network
resources were controlled by a SDN controller,
namely OpenDaylight (ver. Oxygen) cooperated with Neutron (https://wiki.openstack.org/
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wiki/Neutron). OpenDaylight controlled the
transport inter-network between the two tiers
and the intra-network in the upper tier using
Open vSwitch (OVS v2.8.4 — https://www.
openvswitch.org/). Neutron managed the intra
network of the mobile edge based on the OVS
of the lower tier and cooperated with a RAN
proxy (RANP) [12], which a virtual Mobility
Management Entity and multiple virtual base
station modules are set up inside to process the
control plane and then analyze the Non-access
Stratum (NAS) message and identify the operator of each user equipment. As for the data
plane, a Tunnel Switching module processes
incoming GTP data packets, and forwards them
to the correct slice, to control the RAN. Finally, the north-bound communications between
Tacker and the JECRS framework were handled
using TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration
Specification for Cloud Applications — https://
www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.
php?wg_abbrev=tosca).

Numerical Results
Testbed Description

An emulation platform was constructed consisting of a Frequency-Division Duplexing (FDD)
LTE small cell supporting Multiple-Input Multiple-Output; a server equipped with an Intel Xeon
CPU and 32G RAM as a cloud with Openstack
(v3.13.0) and Tacker (v0.10.0); and a PC with an
Intel i7 CPU and 4G RAM as the edge running
Openstack (v3.13.0) within light-weight containers. A CAT.4 dongle was attached to a commercial evolved node B powered by Wistron
NeWeb Corporation (WNC) via an air interface
to serve as the UE. All of the network equipment supported gigabit Ethernet. Three pseudo tenant services were implemented, namely
Pyvit (v0.2.1) to simulate the behavior of V2X
traffic for URLLC; Mosquitto (v3.1) to simulate
the behavior of mMTC based on the MQTT protocol; and VLC (v2.2.2) to simulate the behavior of eMBB. NextEPC (v0.3.8) was used as the
core network for all three services. For each
service, given a resource request from the tenants, Perf, a benchmark testing application, was
used to determine the corresponding computing
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The controllers periodically report the
network resource
status to the resource
orchestrator agents,
which then forward this
information to the main
resource orchestrator
of the MEC architecture. On receipt of a
NSD from the JECRS
framework, the orchestrator passes the logical
resource allocation to
the VIMs, which then
map this information to
the physical resource
pools in order to set
up a slice for the corresponding service.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 4. Overview of 2-tier MEC infrastructure: a) 2-tier MEC infrastructure with computing and commu-

nication resources; b) 2-tier infrastructure implementation with open sources.
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greater than 1 indicates that more resources are
allocated to the service than required. Conversely, a value of R1servicetype less than 1 indicates that
the slice resources are less than those required.
Finally, a value of R1servicetype = 1 represents the
outcome, in which the resources assigned to the
tenant are just merely sufficient to support the
required service.
Figure 5a shows the results obtained for the isolation effectiveness ratio given the simultaneous
deployment of the three different services and various slicing scenarios. Note that the latency issue
is not considered here. In other words, the edge
resource (E) is not considered,
E
Aservicetype

(a)

E
Reqservicetype

(b)

FIGURE 5. Experimental results: a) isolation effectiveness of slicing for three

tenant services under different slicing scenarios (note that R, T, and C
denote RAN, transport network and central office, respectively, and 0
indicates that slicing is not applied in the respective layer); b) latency satisfaction for three tenant services under different central-to-edge resource
allocation ratios.
resource requirement in mips, while the network
resource requirement in bps was established
using iftop. A VM/container was then created
and tested by the Phoronix Test Suite (v7.8.0) to
check the availability of merely sufficient computing and communication resources. Given
merely sufficient resources, the proposed slicer
created a deployment configuration as a TOSCA
file. The file was then passed to Tacker to set up
the requested service in Openstack.

Experiments

Isolation Effect of Slicing: The slicing isolation
effect ratio was defined as
RN
E
⎛ Aservicetype
Aservicetype
I
Rservicetype
=⎜
+
RN
E
⎝ Reqservicetype Reqservicetype

+

TN
Aservicetype

ReqTN
servicetype

+

C
⎞
Aservicetype
⎟ 4,
C
Reqservicetype ⎠
		(1)

Resource
Resource
where Aservicetype
and Reqservicetype
denote the allocated slice resources in each tier and the required
slice resources, respectively. Note that the index
“Resource” refers to the RAN (RN), Edge (E),
Transport network (TN), or Central office (C)
resources, while “servicetype” refers to URLLC,
mMTC or eMBB. In Eq. 1, a value of R1servicetype
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=1

The lower-bound resource requirements
(ReqResource
servicetype) for each service type were determined from Perf and iftop to be as follows: onecore CPU, 4 Mb/s and 5 Mb/s of downlink in
the RAN and transport network, respectively, for
eMBB streaming; one-core CPU, 6 Mb/s and
8 Mb/s of uplink in the RAN and transport network, respectively, for mMTC IoT; and one-core
CPU, 25 Mb/s and 28 Mb/s of uplink in the RAN
and transport network, respectively, for URLLC
V2X. In performing the experiments, only one service of each type was enabled at the same time.
The results presented in Fig. 5a show that
eMBB always receives more resources than
required when the resources of the central office
are not included in the slice. VLC is a streaming
application, and hence requires a large amount of
computing resource to perform video decoding.
Consequently, it tends to consume any free computing resources within the MEC architecture. As
I
I
a result, neither RURLLC
nor RmMTC
reaches a value
of 1 when slicing is confined to “0TR.” However,
streaming requires relatively low network resourcI
es (i.e., for downlink only). Therefore, RURLLC
and
I
RmMTC
both have a value close to 1 when slicing
is confined to the network transport layer (“0T0”).
URLLC and mMTC both require uplink resources,
and hence compete with one another for network
resources when the RAN or transport network is
not included in the slice. However, mMTC consistently gains more network resources than URLLC
since the URLLC session is closed as soon as data
transfer is completed, and the resources which
are released as a result are immediately consumed by mMTC. When just one of the network
tiers is considered in the slicing process (e.g.,
C0R) the resource isolation issue between URLLC
I
and mMTC is almost solved. However, RURLLC
is
still slightly lower than 1 in the “C0R” and “CT0”
slicing scenarios. In other words, a minor resource
isolation issue still persists.
Overall, the results presented in Fig. 5a show
that a significant imbalance exists between the
resources allocated to the three services in the
absence of slicing due to inherent differences in
their behaviors and SLA requirements. In particular,
some of the applications receive more resources
than they require (i.e., eMBB and mMTC), while
others fail to receive merely sufficient resources
(i.e., URLLC). In other words, to guarantee the
behavior and SLA requirements of the three service
types, full E2E slicing is required in order to proper-
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ly isolate the computing and network resources in
each tier.

Latency Monitoring with Different
Central-to-Edge Resource Allocation Ratios

The slicing latency requirement satisfaction ratio
was defined as
L
Rservicetype

LReq
servicetype
LM
servicetype

,

In general, the results presented in Fig. 5b confirm that the resource allocation ratio has a significant effect on the latency of the tenant services.
Thus, having established the overall slice capacity
requirements for each service, a further evaluation
process is required to determine the allocation of
the resources between the two tiers of the MEC
architecture.

Conclusions and Future Work

(2)
		
This study has proposed a Joint Edge and Central
Req
Resource Slicer (JECRS) framework for End-towhere Lservicetype is the required latency of the
tenant service and LM
End Slicing as a Service (E2E SaaS) in MEC enviservicetype is the actual latency
ronments. The framework considers a two-tier
of the service after the slice is deployed. From
L
MEC architecture consisting of the central office
Eq. 2, a value of Rservicetype
greater than 1 indicates
and transport network in the upper tier and the
that the actual latency surpasses that required
L
edge and a RAN in the lower tier. The effectiveby the service. By contrast, a value of Rservicetype
ness of the proposed framework in allocating the
less than 1 indicates that the allocated resources
computing and communication resources of the
are insufficient to meet the latency requirements.
MEC architecture has been demonstrated using
Finally, a value of 1 implies that the resources
an experimental testbed constructed using open
deployed in the slice are just merely sufficient to
source software. The experiments have considmeet the latency requirements of the service.
ered three typical 5G services, namely, URLLC,
Figure 5b shows the experimental results
mMTC, and eMBB, where these services are
obtained for the latency requirement satisfaction
distinguished by different resource and latenratio of the three services given different centalcy requirements. The experimental results have
to-edge resource allocation ratios. In performing
shown that the proposed framework provides an
the experiments, the latency requirements were
effective means of mapping the high-level capabilset as follows: 10 s for eMBB streaming [13]; 100
ity requirements of the tenants to the MEC archims for mMTC IoT [14]; and 25 ms for URLLC
tecture resources and assigning these resources
V2X [15]. Moreover, the delay between the cento a slice on which the tenants can build their systral office and the edge was fixed as 60 ms for
tems. Importantly, the E2E slicing process isolates
every service. The experiments emulated 10 clithe computing and communication requirements
ents, each of which requested a video (eMBB),
of the tenants within each layer of the 2-tier
created 1000 connections and each connection
structure (slicing isolation effect ratio equals 1)
sent 100 messages (mMTC IoT) and updated a
such that each service receives the resources it
video (total 10000 frames) to the server (URLLC).
needs to satisfy its particular resource and latency
As shown in Fig. 5b, the latency requirement satrequirements and ensures that computing and
isfaction ratio for the eMBB service (i.e., R LeMBB)
communication resources of the deployed slices
has an inverted U-shape tendency as the relative
are merely sufficient to meet the latency requireamount of resource provided by the edge increasments of the tenants. Moreover, the results suges. Consequently, the latency satisfaction ratio
gest a central-to-edge resource allocation ratio of
(1.52) is obtained when the resources are provided
9:1, 3:7, and 1:9 for the eMBB, URLLC, mMTC
equally by the central office and edge, respectively.
applications, respectively. However, the results
The results imply that if most of the eMBB traffic
would be affected by different QoS requirements
is handled by the same tier, the processing time
and incoming traffic of the selected service. Also,
(i.e., the latency) increases. However, eMBB has a
the capacity of infrastructure would influence the
fairly loose latency constraint (10 s). Consequently,
results.
the latency requirement can be satisfied using all
The contributions of this study can be summaconsidered values of the central-to-edge resource
rized as follows:
allocation ratio. In practice, therefore, a resource
allocation ratio of 9:1 is chosen as the solution in
• The E2E slicing framework considers both comorder to conserve the relatively rarer resources of
munication and computing resources in the full
the edge. Observing the results presented in Fig.
2-tier MEC architecture.
L
L
5b for RmMTC
and RURLLC
, it is seen that URLLC is
• The JECRS mechanism provides the ability to
more sensitive to the resource allocation ratio than
translate the high-level requirements of the
mMTC. However, both applications require more
tenants to specific resource requirements in a
than 70 percent of the needed computing resourcseamless and automatic manner.
es to be provided by the edge in order to satis• The proposed framework provides the automatfy their tighter latency requirements. Overall, the
ic support of both time-based and event-based
results suggest a central-to-edge resource allocation
services.
ratio of 1:9 for the mMTC application (latency 100
• The framework has been demonstrated experims) and 3:7 for the URLLC application (latency 25
mentally using open source tools.
ms). Interestingly, the mMTC application requires
The JECRS framework has several limitations
greater edge resources than the URLLC applicawhich should be addressed in future studies. For
tion despite having a relatively more relaxed latenexample, a more flexible algorithm is required to
cy constraint. A further analysis revealed that this
translate the high-level requirements of the tenapparent anomaly can be attributed to the need
ants to specific resource requirements of the MEC
of the mMTC application to collect and process
architecture rather than the present simple mapa huge amount of data in a relatively shorter time
ping solution. Similarly, an improved algorithm with
than the URLLC application.
optimization is required to support the NFVO in
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The mMTC application
requires greater edge
resources than the
URLLC application
despite having a relatively more relaxed
latency constraint.
A further analysis
revealed that this
apparent anomaly can
be attributed to the
need of the mMTC
application to collect
and process a huge
amount of data in a
relatively shorter time
than the URLLC
application.
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The JECRS framework
has several limitations
which should be
addressed in future
studies. For example, a
more flexible algorithm
is required to translate
the high-level requirements of the tenants
to specific resource
requirements of the
MEC architecture
rather than the present
simple mapping
solution.
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splitting the tenants’ resource and traffic requirements between the upper and lower tiers of the
MEC architecture. Finally, more comprehensive
experiments are required to evaluate the performance of the JECRS framework in realistic 5G service environments.
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